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Mulroney's numbers best in a half century in updated study by
McGill professors

In an updated study of Canadian Prime Ministers since the end of World War II, two
McGill University professors conclude that Brian Mulroney has the best economic record
in the last half century.

In the original 1993 study, economist Tom Velk and historian A.R. Riggs, concluded that
Mulroney's numbers were the best since Louis St. Laurent presided over the post-war 
economic boom, one of several reasons–including unavailable measurements and varia-
tions for those years–“why we discount to a degree, the St. Laurent ranking.” In any case,
they note, “the difference between St. Laurent and Mulroney is small and the difference
between either one of them and anyone else is significant.”

Seven years later, they have updated their study to include the Chretien years. While 
Mr. Chretien is still in office and his record still incomplete, they conclude that “when all
the numbers are examined, Mr. Chretien's accomplishments aren't enough. Mr. Mulroney
remains the man to beat.”

The researchers based their conclusions on a composite score of 18 components of the
“misery index,” as devised by left-wing economist Arthur Okun, and later elaborated by
right-wing economist Robert Barro. In its classic form, the misery index is the sum of two
outcome rates, inflation and unemployment. Barro, Velk and Riggs add more variables,
such as interest and exchange rates, taxes and deficits, income distribution, growth and
productivity.

In the post World War II era, the end of the Mackenzie King period is excluded, since not
all relevant data for the expanded misery index are available, and the St. Laurent years
are somewhat anomalous because of the post-war boom. For example: “Among PMs for
whom there is a statistical record, only St. Laurent has significantly better inflation recu-
peration data than Mulroney, but his record is a consequence of the end of World War II,
the recovery from which went on all over the world, without special help from Ottawa.”

The two studies compare the economic records of six prime ministers in the post-war
period, St. Laurent, John Diefenbaker, Lester B. Pearson, Pierre Trudeau, Mulroney and
Chretien. The studies do not include the prime ministerships of Joe Clark, John Turner
and Kim Campbell, all of whom were in office for a period of months rather than years,
and left no economic footprints.

On the expanded misery index, a negative score is positive (showing a good over-all
record) and a positive score is negative (a bad over-all record). The revised standing for
prime ministers, going back to Pearson, benchmarked by the beginning of the fiscal year
following their taking office:
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Misery Index Score Ranking among PMs

Pearson: 2.56 2

Trudeau: 5.67* 3

Mulroney: -0.11 1

Chretien: 16.88 4

(*Mr. Trudeau's score is a blended average of his two FY tenures,  69-78, and 80-83)

In commenting upon their work, the authors say that their “methodology may explain

why Jean Chretien comes up short, in spite of the disappearing deficit and shrinking

unemployment. Our benchmarking is based, in part, on how a Prime Minister does given

a situation he inherited, on the direction of change during his term, how well he does in

comparison with contemporaneous American leaders, and whether his successful policies

mark a lasting departure from those of the past.”

Mr. Chretien, they contend, “inherited an economy whose fundamentals were sound—low

inflation, low interest rates, a shrinking government share of the overall economy, a rela-

tively strong dollar and expanding trade.”

One of the tests of economic leadership, Velk and Riggs write, is whether “a leader improves

the situation he inherited from the previous government, and outperforms contemporaries

in other nations.”

On the key expanded misery index tests of inflation and interest rates, the authors note

that “Mulroney presided over a general fall in interest rates that lasted more or less his

entire time in office. Inflation took a beating during the Mulroney years, dropping to

about 1.6% in his final year. Mr. Mulroney, unlike Mr. Chretien, inherited a troubled

economy; interest rates and inflation were sky high.”

The authors add: “Mulroney's record on unemployment reduction is good. The average

level of joblessness during his time in office was two percentage points lower than during

the last year of the Trudeau administration. Mulroney's performance on the growth indi-

cator, however, is sub-par, mainly because of the 1990-91 worldwide recession.”

When the study is updated to include the Chretien years, and taking into account the

inherited situation, the McGill professors conclude: “Mulroney's rank is unchanged

–Chretien comes in a full order of magnitude behind him, dead last in the ranking,

behind even Trudeau.”

The full study is available on the Web at www.mcgill.ca
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